
"BIG Y" test, research is progressing ! 

 

Encouraged by the successes achieved, the association Les Descendants de Pierre Miville continues to 

support scientific research on the patriarch. After having helped to establish the DNA signature of 

Pierre MIVILLE, which signature is in principle carried by all the men who descend in the masculine 

line of the pioneer, the Association had the exceptional chance to see DNA prove the origin from 

Friborg of Pierre Miville. Genetic genealogy has responded to documentary gaps. Luck smiled on 

researcher Pierre Gendreau-Hétu when he located in the United States a man named Mivelaz who 

helped to identify in Friborg a genetic strain common to the Miville and Mivelaz families. These two 

names are indeed only two variations of the same media villa linguistic form. Miville and Mivelaz are 

French and Franco-Provençal developments, respectively. 

 

An old Friborg family is hiding in different spellings and the association The Descendants of Pierre 

Miville has ordered from Family Tree DNA two tests called "Big Y" that have massively sequenced the 

Y chromosome of this strain from the Swiss canton of Friborg. The result is again spectacularly 

conclusive, since the tested M(a)i(n)ville-Deschênes in Quebec and Mivelaz in the USA have again 

generated a concordance that is unique to them. In technical terms, both families are characterized by 

SNP (Single Nucleotide Polymorphism) R-S8350. 

 

Any man who thinks he is descended from Pierre Miville, or from the Miville / Mivelaz Friborg strain, 

can validate this hypothesis by having a saliva sample analyzed. It is possible to do it at reasonable 

cost. The Projet Québec ADNy voluntarily offers to guide such a procedure. This project also benefits 

from special rates for Quebec stakeholders: it is possible through it to order the test Y-DNA37, which 

is the basic analysis, for 129 US $ instead of 169. If the genetic evidence of your ancestry interests you, 

please contact Pierre Gendreau-Hétu at his email address provided below. 

 

Pierre Gendreau-Hétu gendreau-hetu@videotron.ca 
 


